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The Spanish-Ottoman war led to the capture and enslavement of many subjects from both sides along the XVIth century. There is a substantial literature on the religious redemption of Christian captives, despite being less than those who were redeemed by private individuals. On the other hand, we have also many studies about the slavery in Catholic King’s territories, where some historians have estimated that there were more than 400,000 Muslim slaves between 1550-1650. The regional and local researches on them have been focused especially in determine how they arrived in the Spanish dominions, what was their proportion in terms of sex, age and “nation,” what kind of jobs they were forced to do and, finally, how they could recover their freedom. The slavery in the Balearic Islands has been
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studied mainly for Majorca and Ibiza in XIVth-XVth centuries, so we neither have an archipelago overview of the subject nor another one for the XVIth century. The available studies have analyzed the slaves’ characteristics and the process of enslavement itself, as in other Spanish territories, but they have barely examined how slaves were conducted to the islands and how they left the archipelago, that is, the movements of arrival to and departure from the enslavement society. Therefore, this paper aims to study the arrival and the departure of Muslim slaves (North African or Turkish) at the Balearic Islands in the XVIth century. As much as possible, we will analyze both movements at the whole archipelago, despite having less sources for Ibiza and, especially, Minorca than for Majorca.

Defensive actions, privateering and trade: the main ways to obtain Muslim slaves

Pregnancy reduced both slaves’ value and work capacity. There was a significant chance for them to die during childbirth, a high infant mortality and children were not replaceable until several years after. Therefore, slaves were neither replaced, nor their number was increased, biologically, but through war (defensive actions and privateering) and trade. Many Muslims were captured during their attacks against the Spanish coasts. Others, although
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we do not know how many yet, arrived there as a part of the booty from the
Spanish campaigns at North Africa, the land raids conducted from presidios
like Oran or privateering attacks under the Catholic King’s flag against the
Barbary coasts. We do not know either how many arrived at the Spanish
ports, despite they seem less than the Sub-Saharan who were introduced in
cities like Barcelona.

The number of slaves at the Balearic Islands in the XVIth century is still
unknown. However, recent studies suggest they were mainly North African
males who were between fifteen to thirty-five years old, which contrasts with
the Sub-Saharan majority that has been stated in cities like Cadis and Barcelona,
or Moriscos in Granada, a situation much closer to the described for Malaga
and Malta. As in the rest of the Spanish territories, slaves were replaced,
and their number was increased, trough defensive actions, privateering and
trade, rather than biologically. Next, figure 1 shows how many Muslims
were obtained through these ways at the Balearic Islands, although the data
available are still very fragmentary, especially for the second half of the XVIth
century.
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Figure 1 shows that at least three hundred and twenty Muslims were captured in different parts of the archipelago along the XVIth century, as a consequence of the mistakes committed by privateers during their raids against the islands, whose defenses were progressively reinforced. The most part of them were seized at the northwest and southern part of Majorca, where the highest privateering activity levels have been detected, a situation we can observe at a lower level in the other islands.\textsuperscript{12} Despite their limited capacity, local coastguard fleets obtained some prizes. For instance, some Majorcan ships captured sixty-three Muslim privateers, rescuing twenty-two fishermen who had been seized by them, at the island of Cabrera in 1509.\textsuperscript{13} Capturing enemy privateers was more common in land and the circumstances were more varied. First, many of them were seized as a consequence of their fights against the local militias, which is the most registered capture reason. For instance, three Muslim privateers were captured near the salt mines of Ibiza in 1536, three members of Turgut Reis’ crew were in seized during the assault against Pollença fourteen years later, whereas other two fell into islanders’ hands in an ambush against some Muslim privateers at Gosalba Cove in 1579.\textsuperscript{14} Second, some Muslim privateers were captured after shipwrecking at...
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the islands, as those two who were seized at Minorca in 1548. Finally, some Muslim privateers were captured after being abandoned by their own mates. For instance, Amet, “moro de Fez,” fell into Minorcans’ hands six years later, when he could not return to a forty French-Algerian ships fleet before they sailed from the cove where they had stopped. The crown promoted those land prizes, sometimes by exempting her subjects to pay the royal fifth from the captives’ selling.

Muslim slaves also arrived at the Balearic Islands as part of the booty of Christian raids against enemy territory. As in Barcelona, there is no evidence of a massive arrival of Muslim slaves from the North African ports conquered at the beginning of the XVIth century, like Bougie. Therefore, it seems that the most part of them reached the archipelago as a consequence of the privateering expeditions against the Barbary coasts, especially the Algerian shores. Privateers who sailed from the islands under Catholic King’s flag captured there at least two hundred and thirty-five captives. We suppose that they were rathermore because our data is still very fragmentary and usually limited to privateering from Majorca, although we know about some expeditions which departed from the other islands to go “to Moorish lands to capture.” For instance, the ships of Antoni Bolaix and Antoni Lliteres captured fourteen Muslims during two expeditions “ad partes barbaricas” between July and September 1507. Nine years later, the fustes of the storekeeper and Jeroni Maltès, which were skippered by Pere Mayol and Honorat Salom, seized and led two ships and thirteen Muslims to Palma. Ferran Burguès’ galeota captured more than forty North Africans along some expeditions against the Barbary coasts between 1548-51. Vicenç Pujol and Pedro Bayo, who skippered two brigantines, seized nine Muslims at the same
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zone in 1562. Although these examples only represent a small part of the expeditions which sailed from the Balearic Islands in the XVIth century, they are enough indicative of Muslim slaves’ arrival through Christian maritime predation at North African coasts.

In addition to those Muslims slaves obtained through military actions, at least three hundred and seventeen more arrived at the Balearic Islands from other Mediterranean ports, especially from the central inland sea. Cities like Palermo, Naples and Cagliari have been important slave markets in the previous centuries when they surely gave access to Eastern Mediterranean slaves. We must consider also the possibility of a slave redistribution between the different islands, a traffic where Minorca and Ibiza could act as intermediary centers to Majorca, in addition to possible exchanges from the last to the previous islands. Nevertheless, both traffics are still very unexplored.

In summary, we have registered the arrival of at least nine hundred and seven Muslim slaves at the Balearic Islands in the XVIth century. The most part of them, five hundred and ninety, became slaves as a consequence of war actions at the archipelago, where three hundred and forty Muslim privateers were captured, or at the North African coasts, where two hundred and fifty people fell into Christian privateers’ hands. In addition, three hundred and seventeen slaves reached the islands from other Mediterranean ports. Nevertheless, our data is still very fragmentary, not only because of the difference of sources between the islands. Indeed, it is due also to certain facts, as the exemption of the royal fifth to Spanish privateers, which provoked that the slaves who were part of their booty were not registered as they used to be before to justify the tax payment. Our data about the slave arrivals from other ports is limited because the local authorities reduced the value of the dret de catiusmoros to those who wanted to extract a Muslim slave and exchange him for a Christian captive. Therefore, according to these limitations, the number of Muslim slaves who arrived at the Balearic Islands in the XVIth century was surely rather higher than those almost thousand.

The departure of Muslim freedmen and slaves

The Muslims who had been captured at the Balearic Islands, or led there by Christian privateers, were sold publicly or privately, as those who arrived there from other Mediterranean ports. Some of them became slaves then for the rest of their lives, whereas others could recover their freedom after several years. We will not comment here the different possibilities to become a freedman, which were essentially the same at the Spanish territories, despite having a different frequency.26

The *talla* contracts were the most common formula to gain freedom at the Balearic Islands.27 Slaves became freedmen after paying the rescue indicated in those agreements or after being released by testamentary disposal. An uncertain number of them decided to become Christians and remained at the islands, while others preferred to return to Muslim lands, although they could not abandon the archipelago until they had paid the *dret d’eixida de sarrains*. Therefore, the local institutions took profit of the Muslim freedmen’s situation, taxing them also annually with the *dret d’estada de sarrains* for the time they spend collecting the money to abandon the island or waiting for the liberation of some relative. Their situation seems quite similar to that of the “esclavos manumitidos” at Andalusia or the “cautivos francos o de puertas” at North Africa.28

Unfortunately, the available data is reduced to Majorca, because in Minorca both taxes are registered with a null value, while it seems that the counting books have not been preserved in Ibiza. The collection of the second tax suggests that the freedmen’s stage at the Balearic Islands varied a lot, depending on their economic and familiar situation. Some of them stayed in Majorca just for some months or almost a year since their liberation, the essential time to collect the money they needed for the passage and leave. For instance, Mamut “moro,” who had been slave of the canon Abrines, was freed in the middle of 1552 and remained at the island until the middle of the next
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year. The stage was longer, between two and five years, in the most part of the Muslim freedmen we have registered. That was the case of Axa “mora,” who had been slave of the notary Joanot Garau and remained at Majorca for three years, from 1543 to 1546, whereas Abdallah “moro,” ex-slave of Antoni Socías, remained there for five years, from 1560 to 1565. Other stages were even longer, exceeding the decade some of them. Said “moro,” who had been slave of the baker Jeroni Mir, remained as a freedman in Majorca for twelve years, from 1534 to 1546. Atzara “mora,” previously slave of Gaspar Estrany, stayed there at least for thirteen years, since she was released in 1543, whereas Axa Gual paid the tax two times for her stage between 1576-80. The same goes for the freedwoman Aràbia “mora,” whose house at the island of Jordi Abri Dezcallar, in the parish of Santa Eulàlia at the city of Palma, was valued in fifty Majorcan pounds in the estims (cadaster) of 1576.

The dretd’eixida de sarrains indicates that at least other seventy-one Muslims abandoned the archipelago as slaves and were led to North Africa “per baratar ab un sclaucrestia”, that is to be exchanged for a Christian captive, but not always on equal terms and depending on each captive’s value. For instance, Caterina Garcia embarked the Turkish slaves Aleix and Berli in 1520, to exchange them for her husband, the merchant Joan Garcia, who was captive at Algiers. The shoemaker Llorenç Gallur sent a Turkish slave
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named Soltan Xa to the same city in 1573 for the rescue of Melsior Seguí, who was captive there. Those exchanges were not always possible, as it has been stated for Malaga, especially when Muslims demanded an excessive rescue for a Christian captive. This raises the question on what happened to them, after they were conducted to North Africa for an exchange which had been cancelled. Nevertheless, the number of Muslim slaves who abandoned the archipelago thanks to those exchanges was surely higher than the registered, although the sources do not always relate their departure to them. This data is apparently omitted because the exchanges could begin also at the islands and, according to a previous notarial agreement, Muslims could return to their homelands as freedmen after giving guarantees that a Christian captive had been released at Barbary. For instance, Bartomeu Caldentey promised to liberate Amet “moro” in 1550, after a certain Mahomet had released the Sicilian presbyter Nafrio de Ciso in Algiers. Caterina Gayà promised the same to the Muslim slave Nissa in 1605, with the condition that Nissa’s parents had to release first her husband, the Neapolitan Mateo Aitor, who was captive of Murat Reis at the Algerian city.

Escaping was the only option for some Muslim slaves to recover their freedom, but first they had to overcome the obstacles the authorities put to avoid it. Sources do not allow us to know how many attempts they did, although it seems that many of them were frustrated. Fugitives were severely punished and especially their leaders, who were hanged to serve as a lesson both to their collaborators and the rest of the slaves. We can just give a provisional number of how many Muslims departed from the Balearic Islands as freedmen or as an exchange coin, because we don’t know how many could escape finally from there. We have registered at least five hundred and sixteen departures from Majorca in the XVIth century, that is an average of almost six per year, which is higher than the three per year that has been stated in the case of Ibiza, while we still lack data on Minorca. The irregular distribution of each island’s case still does not allow us to explain surely some of their variations along the century. However, there is no doubt that Algiers was their main destination because the high concentration of Christian captives justified sending Muslim slaves there to
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be exchanged. They reached there directly or after stopping in Valencia, Barcelona or Marseille, maybe depending on the possibility to find passage to the Algerian port. Bougie and, a more distance, Tedelis were their second and third more important destinations, which proves that the three cities had a remarkable, but not always friendly, relationship with the Balearic Islands. The slaves’ movement decreased as we go west, towards Oran or Tenes, which maybe had a closer relationship with the coast of Murcia and Granada. The same goes east, towards Djijel and Tunis, where they reached through Naples or Sicily and stopping there those who went to Rhode. The departure of Muslim slaves and freedmen towards the Mediterranean center maybe increased at the second half of the XVIIth century, when Majorcan privateers expanded their action area there and to the eastern zone of the inland sea. There, their attacks focused on Muslim navigation and coasts, especially when they could not capture French ships.

**Conclusion**

Muslim slaves (both North Africans and Turkish) were replaced, and their number was increased, through war and trade at the Spanish territories. The Balearic Islands were not an exception, although we do not know yet how many slaves could have been there. The most part of them, five hundred and fifty-five, reached the archipelago as a consequence of defensive actions or as a part of the booty of Christian privateering expeditions at Muslim lands. At least other three hundred and seventeen arrived at the islands from other Mediterranean ports. Muslim captives were sold and many of them remained as slaves for the rest of their lives. Some of them, although we neither do not know how many, could recover their freedom through different ways and, after collecting money to pay the passage or waiting for some relative’s releasement for several years, they returned to their home or allied lands. At least seventy-one more abandoned the islands as slaves, in order to be exchanged for one or some Christian captives at Muslim lands. They departed from the archipelago in both cases especially to Algiers. Unfortunately, our data on the whole Muslim slaves’ movement at the Balearic Islands is very fragmentary, not just because we have less sources for Minorca and Ibiza than for Majorca, but because the information they give changes depending on the
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evolution of taxes like the royal fifth. Fortunately, despite these problems do not allow us yet to analyze precisely the number of Muslim slaves who arrived or departed from the islands through each way, we can give some provisional figures on both movements and contrast them. On the one hand, the arrival of eight hundred and seventy-two Muslim slaves at the Balearic Islands in the XVI\textsuperscript{th} century suppose an average of almost nine slaves per year. On the other hand, the departure of at least five hundred and sixteen from Majorca gives an average of almost six departures per year, which is higher than the three that has been stated for Ibiza. Therefore, although they are still very partial, these figures suggest that there was a significant movement of Muslim slaves to and from the Balearic Islands, which surely was even higher than what has been stated here. Indeed, a deeper analysis of more sources, such as the notarial protocols preserved on each island, will prove it, giving us a better idea on how many Muslim slaves there were at the archipelago, how their number increased or decreased annually and, after expanding the focus, how the Mediterranean conjuncture could influence these changes.
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Résumé: Passage des esclaves musulmans aux îles Baléares au XVIème siècle

La guerre hispano-ottomane a causé la capture de nombreux sujets des deux côtés. En conséquence, beaucoup de musulmans sont arrivés pour devenir des esclaves sur les territoires du roi catholique pour le reste de leur vie, tandis que d’autres ont retrouvé leur liberté et sont rentrés dans leurs pays après plusieurs années de captivité, sauf pour ceux qui se sont convertis au christianisme et ont fait le choix de vivre en territoires espagnols. Le cas des îles Baléares n’était pas une exception. Ce texte analyse l’arrivée et l’asservissement de 872 musulmans dans l’archipel à la suite d’affrontements militaires ou de transactions commerciales au XVIème siècle. Il étudie aussi comment certains d’entre eux sont revenus sur
Abstract: Muslim Slaves’ Passage at the Balearic Islands in the XVIth Century

The Spanish-Ottoman war caused the capture of many subjects from both sides. Consequently, many Muslims arrived and became slaves at the Catholic King’s territories for the rest of their lives, whereas others recovered their freedom and returned to their home lands after several years, except for those who became Christians and remained at the Spanish dominions. The case of the Balearic Islands was not an exception. This text analyzes the arrival and enslavement of eight hundred and seventy-two Muslims at the archipelago through war and trade in the XVIth century. It studies also how some of them returned to Muslim lands, after recovering their freedom and collecting the money to pay the passage, and how others were conducted there to North Africa to be exchanged for Christian captives.
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El paso de esclavos musulmanes por las Islas Baleares durante el siglo XVI

Resumen: La guerra hispano-otomana provocó la captura de numerosos súbditos de ambas partes. Los musulmanes llegaban como cautivos y eran esclavizados en los territorios del Rey Católico, muchos durante el resto de sus vidas, mientras que otros pudieron recuperar su libertad y regresar a sus lugares de origen, salvo aquellos que se convirtieron y decidieron permanecer en territorio cristiano. El caso de las Islas Baleares no fue una excepción. En este texto se analiza la llegada y esclavización de ochocientos setenta y dos musulmanes en el archipiélago por medio de la guerra y el comercio durante el siglo XVI. También estudia cómo se marcharon algunos de ellos hacia territorio musulmán tras recuperar su libertad, una vez conseguido el dinero necesario para pagar el pasaje o como parte del intercambio por cristianos cautivos en el norte de África.
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